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We are writing on behalf of the Council of the International Xenotransplantation Association (IXA) and its Ethics Committee, following the recent publication in the European Journal of Endocrinology by Valdés-González and colleagues of the data relating to a xenotransplantation trial in children (1).

The IXA is the major international professional/scientific organization in the field of xenotransplantation. We are a section of the Transplantation Society (TTS). In addition to our scientific mission, one of the IXA’s major goals is to promote the responsible and ethical conduct of clinical and animal research in our field. In so doing, we hope to ensure that possible clinical studies in xenotransplantation are fully justified and do not elicit criticisms that may ultimately jeopardize the tremendous efforts made by many individuals to move this promising field forward.

In this context, we draw your attention to some serious concerns regarding the study in Valdés-González et al.’s article cited above. We are concerned that this study may not have been conducted in keeping with the ethical principles that the IXA has adopted for clinical studies in xenotransplantation, as published in an earlier position paper by our Ethics Committee (2) and reprinted in the TTS official journal, Transplantation (3). These principles are aimed in part at minimizing the potential risk to society of new infections that could be transmitted, particularly if xenotransplantation is conducted using source animals that are not adequately quality-controlled and if xenotransplant recipients are not properly monitored.

In particular, we are concerned that this study was undertaken in the complete absence of convincing efficacy data of the approach in preclinical large animal models. As xenotransplantation procedures may expose patients, and possibly society at large, to unknown potential infectious risks, one of our guiding principles is that there should be a high expectation of benefit, based on preclinical data, before such risks can be considered acceptable in clinical trials. Based on our knowledge of the literature in this field, we feel that the necessary preclinical groundwork was not done prior to initiation of the above clinical study. The risk/benefit ratio comes further into question when one considers the availability of insulin therapy and allogeneic pancreas transplantation. In this situation, the xenotransplantation approach used cannot be viewed as a life-saving procedure.

In addition, it is unclear to us why this trial was conducted entirely in children, as type I diabetes is equally prevalent in adults. Because of the potential risks to society and resultant necessary constraints on xenotransplant recipients’ behaviour, there are major ethical issues involved concerning the acquisition of informed consent from such patients. Due to biosafety reasons, national and international regulatory agencies who have considered the issue in depth have recommended that xenotransplantation trials should entail long-term patient monitoring and informing sexual contacts of the xenotransplant. In light of these severe limitations to an individual’s freedom that should result from inclusion in such a study, we feel strongly that such trials should not currently involve minors, who cannot provide adequate informed consent. The complexities of obtaining informed consent requiring long-term commitments from patients, in apparent violation of the right of a study participant to withdraw at any time, has been the topic of intense discussion and consideration by the US Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Xenotransplantation, whose report has recently been published (5). It is unclear how the scientific and safety uncertainties, ethical issues and necessary behavioral constraints associated with this approach could have been adequately conveyed to the parents who signed the informed consent in this trial.
One of the principles adopted by the IXA is that clinical xenotransplantation should not be carried out without oversight from a national regulatory agency. The World Health Assembly (WHA) has recently adopted a resolution urging that this policy be followed worldwide (4). We are concerned that Mexico – the country where the study in question (1) was conducted – has not, to our knowledge, established regulatory procedures for overseeing and monitoring xenotransplantation that maintain the standards cited in the IXA Ethics Committee paper (2). We wonder whether your journal requested and obtained any assurance that appropriate monitoring and oversight was available for Valdes-Gonzalez et al.’s study.

We would also like to bring to your attention the outcome of recent discussions of the Council of the IXA regarding the publication in our own official journal, Xenotransplantation, of clinical studies from countries that may not have established national regulatory agencies with suitable guidelines to oversee xenotransplantation trials. A short statement summarizing our opinion appeared in the January 2006 issue of Xenotransplantation (6). The statement reiterates that of the Ethics Committee of the IXA as published in Xenotransplantation in 2003 (2). It reminds the scientific community that oversight from a national regulatory agency, with guidelines and monitoring procedures that meet the standards of those published by regulatory agencies such as those cited in the above Position Paper (2), are mandatory. Furthermore, local institutional review board approval and adequate informed consent are essential. Any submitted manuscript should clearly state whether the trial was carried out according to these standards, and whether it was overseen by an independent national authority. Our statement also indicates that, in countries where an appropriate national regulatory body is not available, it is incumbent upon the investigators to demonstrate awareness of the potential infectious risks of their trial and to show that they have taken appropriate measures to minimize such risks. It is also the authors’ responsibility to indicate that they have followed the principles adopted by the IXA (2). For such studies, the supporting information will be carefully evaluated by the Ethics Committee of the IXA. In all cases, however, convincing efficacy data in preclinical primate studies is essential before proceeding with clinical trials.

We believe that the ethical principles outlined in the IXA statements should be adopted by all other scientific journals and we encourage the European Journal of Endocrinology to join us in implementing this policy for any article dealing with clinical xenotransplantation that may be submitted to the journal in the future.

We are firmly convinced that only timely, well planned, scientifically rigorous and ethically acceptable clinical studies will provide the confidence within our society at large that will be required for this emerging therapy to meet its clinical potential.
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